Part 1-
C: Gary Joseph Chandler. My friends call me Joseph. And in the 150th celebration, I felt there was 2 very important iconic aspects to Canada that were overlooked. And one were the Chinese labourers and actually they were slaves. In this day and age, you can't use derogatory terms, but they worked in coal mines, they had all the menial jobs, laundry, and they built the railroad. And I believe that there should be a depiction of them on some of the, one of the Canadian notes. Like showing them working on the railway. And the other one, like for example, the Tim Horton's cup. It had a beaver, but it didn't have the Beaver airplane. And I hope for the 200th birthday of Canada, they bring the Beaver airplane as one of the most important icons into the public view, because without it, that airplane landing in little ponds, lakes, and landing in snow packed fields in little runways, we wouldn't have opened up Canada without the Beaver. So there's 2 important aspects of Canada that are under-reported. What's that word?

Part 2-
C: So those 2 are underrated, undervalued. The, everybody knows about the Beaver airplane, but it should be shown like instead of the Bluenose on the dime. Like it should be the Beaver airplane. And instead of some famous person who did some individual great things on a $20 bill, it should be showing Chinese workers, Chinese slaves, working on the railroad or in a coal mine. Yeah, that's it Katie. Thank you.